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Here we are after quite a journey!   First, a little about myself.

I have been a corporate executive as well as the CEO of five of my own

companies.  I have been paid a lot for my expertise.  I have enjoyed the labor

pains of birthing my own companies; the joy of seeing them birthed; the

growing pains; the first steps. I have worked very hard, been paid very well

and been very successful.

However, I became exhausted, burnt out, and turned my businesses into

frankensteins where their demands on me were too much.  I've gone to the

greatest heights and down to the greatest depths. I filed for a personal

bankruptsy in 2010.  It was the start of the biggest "down" time of my life.

When you've gone down that far, there is only one way...UP!   My up came

when I realized that I'd achieved all of that success from a very masculine

part of myself.  I wasn't happy, I was burnt out and I was not going to do it

that way ever again.  My up came when I decided to not compromise my

energy, my values, my feminine power, my purpose or my dreams anymore. I

decided to create my next company, Feminine Success,  based on feminine

values and in my very first year I made three times more revenue, in the first

six months, than the previous year.  And that was just the money side of

things.   More importantly, I am landing the business of my life, working with

the people that I am meant to serve (and LOVE to bits!),  and my life and

business is a true representation of my story, my strengths and my passion.

What I found is that there were 7 keys to success for women today.   Each one

of these steps is like a link in a chain.  If one or more links are missing, the

chain is weak and so will be your success.

Words from
Candice
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Words from
Candice

If you feel that it is your time, then

this e-book will show you the 7

steps to triple your success in

business.  You will love every

minute of it, and your business and

tribe will love you back.

Warmly,
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When all of the 7 steps are mastered, then nothing can stop you land

the business and success of your life!   The 7 Step Feminine Success

Formula is a marriage of forgotten feminine know-how and the

structural and planning know-how that is essential to focus your

business in the right direction and get your goals manifested, but

allowing for plenty of mystery, juiciness and magic along the way!

I'm here to tell you that you can have the business of your life whilst

not compromising your energy, your purpose or your dreams.  You can

actually have everything that you want NOW, and that now is the time

to stop delaying your life and not living your purpose to its fullest,

most joyful, and successful expression of who you are, who you are

here to serve and how you want to do it.
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Step #1
FIND YOUR PURPOSE

What is your calling on the planet right now?

Our sense of purpose, true purpose is driven from deep inner forces

and motivations.

Our real sense of purpose, then, can only be found when other things

are stripped away. Things such as beliefs, conditioning and values that

are not really ours anymore. Things that we've picked up along the way

through a childhood immersed in our families values and conditioning,

and our social, economic and education background that shaped how

we thought.

We went to college to learn to shape our minds, but is this really how

you ended up thinking? College should be teaching you HOW to think,

not WHAT to think. A learning of HOW to think is a priceless thing that

we all need to navigate life from. But if you simply buy into what you

are told then you are not creatively thinking or assessing life and

decisions around you from a standpoint of awakened awareness.

Questioning the very nature of your mind needs to happen to achieve

freedom.

You need to be asking questions like: Do I really believe this or did this

come from somebody, something or somewhere else? What do I really

want? Why am I here? What is my purpose?

"The ones who are crazy enough to think they can
change the world, are the ones that do."

- Anonymous
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Human beings are described as Homo Angelicus by the great esotericist

Rudolph Steiner - the human angel, otherwise know as the angels of

choice.

CHOICE is as essential to the human experience as you can get. This is

because with choice comes freedom....the real thing; inner freedom. If

we aren't choosing from an awakened, critical mind, then we are being

run by old, outdated programs that are not serving us anymore. So, if

we aren't actively, critically assessing and choosing our work, our life,

our home, our relationships and our prosperity from this position of

choice every single day, we are sleeping and not living up to our

massive potential.

"You may believe that you are responsible for
what you do, but not for what you think.

The truth is that you are responsible for what
you think, because it is only at this level that

you can exercise choice.
What you do comes from what you think."

 - Marianne Williamson

When these things have been stripped away, then we are

left feeling way more raw but also alive and awake! It is from here, that

our sense of our purpose can really be revealed. It is from here that we

can get to the heart of our why:

Once you are at the heart of this, and you are listening to the messages

of your intuition, your sense of alignment with life and the universal

plan, and if you are ready to listen, then you will have the makings of a

foundation for a life that you love, in service of who you want to serve

and how this will be the basis of a thriving, nourishing business that

will sustain you and your family for a long time.
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Why are you here? What is your purpose?
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Sometimes, life will send you circumstances to make you strip down.

Inside. This certainly happened to me. Five years ago I was faced with a

bankruptcy that completed devastated my life. I was left with

everything stripped from me; all of my money, all of my assets, 401K,

no house, no car....nothing. And this happened at a time in my life that I

had spent 20 years "planning" to be financially free.

I was broke, I was alone, and I didn't know if I had the will to start

again.

So, I went into long term meditation. I'm the kind of person that if I'm

going down I'm going to go down down down to the depths to see what

is at the bottom and face all of my demons along the way. I am also the

kind of person who takes responsibility for my circumstances, however

they came about. And that I did.
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What I discovered at the bottom, was my Purpose.
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I became aware that all of my previous success in the corporate world

and then in my own companies was built on old paradigms that were

built on what I would call masculine ideals and structures at the

expense of feminine ones. It became clear that the only way I could or

would re-enter the business world was from a discovery of how

feminine principles could be applied to business. To discover that there

is a totally different way to do business, that is so deeply satisfying, in

alignment with ourselves and our values and brings a great contribution

to others.  And I KNEW that my purpose was to show other women how

to do the same.

Purpose. Emerged through the silence, the depth and the rawness.

When we get in touch with our purpose, everything then comes alive

inside us.

Then this happens, all of the know-how, the inner resources, the energy

and the will power will back you to manifest this into your life. If you

don't feel the latter, then you haven't found your purpose yet. I'm NOT

saying that it will be easy. Life has a way of testing our resolve. But you

simply won't give up because there will be such, deep, intrinsic inner

certitude that this is what your purpose is, that nothing will stop you!

And through this process I discovered that every single step of the way

of my life had prepared me for this moment, this discovery of what my

purpose is, right now. All of the gifts that I bring and all of the mistakes

I've made make up a series of invaluable gifts that I can pass onto

others, which include how to run a thriving business that you really love

and how to stop compromising and delaying your life.

"It takes courage...to endure the sharp pains of
self discovery rather than choose to take the

dull pain of unconsciousness
that would last the rest of our lives."

- Marianne Williamson
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To find your purpose is a process of going in, in in, into the center. In

astrology this is represented by the Sun. The Sun is at the center of the

solar system. It is the shining center and source of all life, light and

energy. You NEED this to be connected to inside yourself, otherwise you

will be out of yourself; out of alignment with yourself and the Divine

and hence your purpose.

Go in in....Fem IN IN e. You HAVE to go inside and get in touch with your

Solar center to find out your PURPOSE. When you find it, then protect it,

fiercely, make a home there, a business there, a life there full of it's joy,

enthusiasm and LIFE!

As women, our need to create is as intrinsic as this body that we are in.

We birth babies for god's sake! We are in touch with this profound

energy of creation and creativity. 

This is in every women. Each iteration of this is as unique as each

woman on the planet. We can also birth businesses from this same

place inside us, with as much love, care, longevity and attention as we'd

give a child.
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Let us finish Step #1 with these questions:

Do you know what your purpose is on the planet right now?

Are you ready to come out of hiding and reveal your hidden gifts?

Are you prepared to think big, beyond yourself and serve in a big way?

Do you know precisely who your business will serve?

Do you know what their hopes, dreams and fears are?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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Step #2
KNOW YOUR PERSONAL BRAND

Personal branding is the practice of you marketing yourself and your

career as brands. The personal branding concept suggests that success

comes from self-packaging. Personal branding, self-positioning and all

individual branding concepts by whatever name, were first introduced in

1937 in the book "Think And Grow Rich" by Napoleon Hill.

The term, however, is thought to have been first used and discussed in a

1997 article called "The Brand Called You" by Tom Peters.

"Regardless of age, regardless of position, regardless
of the business we happen to be in, all of us need to

understand the importance of branding. We are CEOs
of our own companies: Me Inc. To be in business

today, our most important job is to be head marketer
for the brand called You."   - Tom Peters

I've always loved Tom Peters. I read his book "In Search Of Excellence"

when I was a young corporate woman in Australia. His message of

excellence is still how I seek to run my businesses and be for my clients.

Personal branding is essentially the ongoing process of establishing who

you are, your skills and your strengths and then being very consistent in

your delivery of them into the world.
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"A good personal brand combines both
strength and warmth."

- Ellen Looyen

Ellen Looyen is a global personal branding specialist. In her book

"Branded for Life", she tells a story of two corporate executives and how

they came to define their personal brand.

Strength and warmth, a combination of seeming opposites, a divine

marriage between things that don't seem to mix. This could be defined

as needing to balance masculine and feminine polarity also.

Understanding polarity is so essential when finding your personal brand

position.  The need for both strength and warmth is required to give

your clients confidence in you.  

They need to feel your strengh to know that you can get the job done,

that they can trust your expertise as a coach or mentor and that you will

follow through and that you know your stuff.

And warmth, so that they feel you as human, real, even vulnerable. They

want to know that you have trodden this path before them.

"Personal Brands are felt" says Looyen.

Your personal brand needs to be congruent with everything that you are

and everything that you do. This is not about making something up, it is

about being authentically you, real and playing to your strengths.

What I found is that I needed guidance and mentoring to help define my

personal brand. Why? Because we are inside the mirror. We need other

people, especially experts in this field, to help us be reflected back to

us, so that we know really who we are, what our strengths are and how

to be clear and congruent when we speak on stage, network, write an

article, write a blog or build a website.

What, then, is your personal brand?
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"The hand holding the awesome brochure better be congruent with its

message" Looyen says.

Your Personal brand is your look, your feel, your voice, your behavior, the

way your are with people, the way you coach, the way you turn up, the way

you lead.

Consistency is the key.

It MUST be driven from inside, a sense of deep alignment with who you

really are, what your values are, what you want your legacy to be.

For me, the defining of my personal brand was so key to my message

and how and what I want to teach women. My greatest strengths were

hidden to me; not to anybody that knew me well as it was obvious to

them, but to me I just couldn't quite see what they were. I could feel

them when I spoke on stage, or coached a client or ran a course, but

how to put this into words was not clear to me at all. This is why I

employed a coach to help me do that.
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The way I show women how to personally brand themselves includes

methods that are both straight up getting to know them, their strengths,

their feel and the value that they bring; and pretty profound and

mysterious!

What we arrive at is your "Feminine Success Avatar" who is revealed as

the core, key you, often buried away, hidden deep inside you, aching to

be brought to life and given a purpose to express herself in the world.

Once you know your Feminine Success Avatar:

- your purpose has a very willing avatar to manifest your vision

- all of your inner and Divine resources will rise up to meet you to land  

  your purpose with gusto and fervor!

An effective "Personal Brand" is not a "marketing
promise," it is a track record of
demonstrated/sustained excellence.

An effective "Personal Brand" is marked by
understatement, not overstatement.

An effective "Personal Brand" is not about solos, it's
about the power of your network. An effective
"Personal Brand" is 10% vision, 90% execution.

An effective "Personal Brand" has mud on her boots.

- Tom Peters

Here's to your awesome personal brand!
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Let us finish Step #2 with these questions:

Do you have a balance of strength and warmth?

Are you consistently congruent inside out out?

What is your unique offering?

Are you aware of your thoughts and reactions?

Do you feel totally comfortable in your skin?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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Step #3
PERFORMANCE AND PLANNING

Think of planning and systems like the canvas onto which your great

artwork can be applied.  Without it, the artwork is directionless and

uncontained.  With it....you get to create the business of your life!

What if you knew how to structure yourself for success?

What if you knew how to get time back and time work for you?

What if you knew how to create containers that structure your goals,

your to-do's AND self-care?

What if goal setting was made really easy and FUN?

What if you could become more successful by working 12 days...per

month!

In my world, these questions are at the heart of how to get to high

performance in your feminine-based business.

Getting to high performance in a feminine-based business requires the

mastering of 3 things:

     1. Structure

     2. Flow

     3. Time

I had a mentor once who totally re-framed my thinking around time in

my business. She made me realize that I had been viewing time in a

limited and linear way, and that because of this I was actually LESS

efficient than if I understood that I could decide how much I wanted to

work, how many hours, how many days/week or month and that by me

deciding how I was going to structure my time, I was going to be more

efficient and more successful.

"Within Structure, Creativity can flow."
 - Candice Oneida
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...and part of this is planning your self-care and pleasure time!

Well I ran with this idea and am currently working a 16 day/month

business working model...and I tripled my income in the first 6

months of business!  How does that sound to you?  Exciting....

crazy....impossible? This has lead me to greater (financial) success and it

is certainly helping keeping my energy levels high too.

As I consider myself patient zero, I have tested everything on myself

and my business first before I pass it onto you!

I love showing women how to take back time and with that, take back their

energy and love what they are doing in the process.

I asked a dear 20 year long friend a while ago, "What am I good at?",

and his response was, "You are great at getting S#!T done whilst still

loving your life!". We proceeded to sit together recording our

conversation for a few hours whilst we drilled down into HOW I get

S#!T done. One of the key pieces that came out of this time was that I

love creating containers within which to structure my day, my week and

my month. I view "containers" as the canvas upon which you create your

business. Containers not so much as to contain you, but to direct you

forward.

Containers create the boundaries for the river to flow forward in a clear

direction.

I like to say: "Within Structure, Creativity can flow."

I also love goal setting. Why? Because I have this super simple method

that I do every month and once a year as I assess where my business is

at and as I look to what needs to come next. Goal setting is an aspect of

understanding your relationship to time. I LOVE discussions around

time, so let's start here:
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Without having goals in place or understanding the way you can learn to

flow and flex time, and then expecting tangible results from your

business is a bit like what a coach of mine calls "Hope marketing". Agh,

hope is one of those things that is such an important things for the

human spirit, but when it comes to your business,  "hoping" that you'll

get your work done, and hoping clients will find you, or hoping that

you'll someday get through that TO-DO list or hoping that promoters

will knock down their doors to have you speak...well just isn't going

to cut it if you want real success and impact in the world.

Here's an example:  I do marketing and promotion goal setting as

monthly forecast.  Monthly marketing goals could look like this:

How much gross revenue do you want to achieve?

How many speaking engagements do you want?

How many networking opportunities do you want to attend?

How many new clients in my program/s do you want?

How many conversations (calls) do you need to have?

The essence of this, is keep it really simple! But there are a few more

secret squirrel steps to make this really work.
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“You don’t need to be a genius or a visionary, or even
a college graduate for that matter, to be successful.

You just need framework and a dream.”
- Michael Dell, CEO of DELL

Quantum Physics shows us today, right now that time is NOT what we

think it is, and in a feminine-based business getting away from (the

belief of) linear time is essential.

To illustrate , let's try this:

Think of a time when time really dragged...you kept looking at your

watch thinking an hour went by....and it progressed only 5 minutes! You

were probably bored, or sad, or feeling small or stuck...right!

Now, think of a time when time just FLEW by...it was probably a time

when you were totally in the zone and LOVING every minute of what

you were doing. You felt alive, unbounded, enthusiastic and full of

wonder....right!

...by doing what you LOVE doing, working with who you LOVE to work

with, being around people you LOVE and adore...time will bend!

Another thing I love to do is look at timelines with my clients. Basically

what this means is casting forward from now and plunging down your

timeline to see which is the best direction in which to move....this is a

key to how I work with my clients when they are making key decisions

in their business.

Where Time and Flow combine is at the very core and essence of a

model of feminine success!
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Let us finish Step #3 with these questions:

Are your 10 year goals inspiring for you?

Are your next years goals clear and doable?

Do you have systems and structures to land your goals into reality?

Are you ready to change your timeline?

Are you ready to have a hugely successful business and impact?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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Step #4
POLARITY AND BALANCE

Do you want to know the secret sauce to your success?

It is in understanding the nature of polarity and balance!

Understanding Polarity is about understanding life!

Life is all about pairs of opposites - Hot-Cold, Light-Dark, Doing-Being,

Giving-Receiving, Acting-Waiting, In-breath-Out-breath.

Another way to talk about polarity is to understand the nature of

Masculine and Feminine.

Now in high school I used to totally love biology classes. Here my

teacher would show us films of cell division. It showed how when a

sperm met an ovum there was magic that would happen as the cell

would divide and start this incredibly creative process toward becoming

a fetus, then a baby, then a human being.

Now, what I saw was how life worked.

The sperm and ovum would come together, merge and then divide and

pull apart and create this awesome tension and power. Then they were

ineluctably pulled back together again to do their dancy ju ju thing

again; again the cell would divide, pull apart and separate. Wow! Like

wow! This inscribed something super powerful in my consciousness as a

young woman.

This is all about the power of balancing and harmonizing opposites and

their role in creating and bringing life and power to things.

“0 plus 100 equals 100. But so does 50 plus 50, only with more
balance.  Let this be a lesson in love.”

― Jarod Kintz
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Now, the subject of polarity is super important to me. When I went

through my bankruptcy and was left with nothing, I found myself facing

the reality that I'd done my life until that point from "man-mode" most

of the time. Yes, it had afforded me great success. I was paid very well

for knowing how to "get s#!t done", but at what cost?

For me the cost was my health (having ongoing headaches and back

pain), my relationships (as I couldn't find or keep a good one and I kept

emasculating my partners), my real success (as I kept hitting an inner

glass ceiling of how much money I could make) and my sense of purpose

not being lived. Oh, and I really wasn't happy or loving my life!

The women who tend to work with me are exhausted and overwhelmed.

They have an endless to do list. They are wives, mothers, lovers,

corporate executives or business owners....and down down down they

spin. More exhaustion, less energy, less desire and they find themselves

not really getting the results that they want in business, or in fact in

their life.

In short they are stuck in "man-mode" and they are compromising way

too much for this. Just like I was. Compromising their health, happiness,

relationships and feminine values but ultimately really living their life

the way they want to.

Now, we all know that the corporate world is still stuck in outdated

masculine paradigms. And many women, like me, who left the corporate

world found ourselves engaging our businesses in the same way. This is

all I knew at the time. I knew how to get success from these models.

“Life is about balance.
The good and the bad.

The highs and the lows.
The piña and the colada.”

― Ellen DeGeneres
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This lead to a lifestyle of working a 5 - 7 day week, working harder and

harder, pushing harder and harder, compromising your health and

relationships, setting goals that delay your life into some uncertain

future, where the belief is that then you get to live the life and do the

things that you want; A belief that then you will have the money and

time to do what you want and live your purpose!

Boy, is that a mistake!

I didn't realize that I'd been doing this until I lost everything. I had to

ask myself what the cost had been. And I ask you now, what is the cost

of continuing in this direction? To your health, to your energy, to your

relationships and family, to your kids, your time and actually, to your

real prosperity?

Now, this style of working and doing business simply doesn't work for

women's bodies or energy. We are being put under inordinate amounts

of stress. Rates of adrenal fatigue are off the charts for women today.

Did you know that there has been a 60% increase of female cancers

since the early 1960's? Breast cancer, uterine and ovarian cancers.

And what happened then? Women entered the workforce. We were

wives and mothers up until then...working a 7 day week by the way : )

Then we started the 5 day work week. Now in my weird math, that adds

up to a 12 day work week!

So, women need to re-learn about all of the power, beauty and bounty held

in their feminine know- how. Did you know that the more you embody your

feminine, the more ease, more energy, joy and success you will have?

It is a learning of the art of when to be in which polarity in your life and

your business. It is a learning of breathing in and breathing out. When to

bring step back and watch and wait, and when to act and move.
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The art is also in the magic of how to blend and merge the masculine

and feminine know-how inside of you. Just like the creative power in

cell division, you can learn how to do it too.

When you get help to learn how to do this you will create a thriving,

nourishing business that grows and thrives and that you LOVE, and that

LOVES you back!

When I devised the Feminine Success Formula I fully reworked how

businesses were run. I looked at the underlying assumptions that we

simply don't question about things like branding, goal setting, hours

and days that are worked or how marketing and sales were done.

I've looked at every single aspect of running a business, questioned the

assumptions, kept what works and re-designed what works better...for

women, in a woman's body, values and life.

I consider myself patient zero! I have learned everything from hard won

experience and I only teach what has worked for me and what is making

my new business thrive!  This year alone I tripled my income in the first

6 months from last years entire revenue!

I'm actually motivated to serve more than to make a bunch of money.

And it is because of my drive to serve women to be more successful

from their feminine values, that my success came online!

My purpose in action.
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Let us finish Step #4 with these questions:

How often do you get stuck in "man-mode"?

Is self care a priority for you?

Do you schedule self care?

What goals and dreams are you putting off?

What will happen if you continue in the same direction?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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Step #5
PRESENCE AND PLEASURE!

I know what it feels like when I meet somebody who has a strong

'presence' about them. When I do, I find them truly compelling, their

words seem more meaningful and I sense that they are passing

something to me...beyond their words.

What is presence and why is this important in business?

So, I use the word presence in two ways:

     1. How To Be Present

     2. How To Bring Your Presence

Now, they go together, but understanding the distinction is also

important.

And, in a woman's body and woman's life this has A LOT to do with

Pleasure!

Ram Dass wrote his famous book "Be Here Now" and Eckhart Tolle wrote

his book called "The Power of Now". But, this concept has been at the

very heart of all spiritual teachings for thousands of years.

It is as simple as keeping focused on now and not worrying about the

past or what the future holds; and it is as difficult as keeping focused on

now and not worrying about the past or what the future holds!
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...and this is why spiritual teachers can base their entire discourse on

this one thing! Just freaking be present! Not being able to do this is at

the heart of the human condition and is at the heart of true mastery

over yourself, your life and your success.

Being present enables you to stay focused and alive and nimble on your

feet as an entrepreneur. I know for myself that if I drift and go down the

track of bemoaning mistakes I've made (the past) or worrying about

outcomes (the future), I cannot be really present to my mission or to my

clients...neither of which are tenable for me.

Meditation is a key to learning to be present.

Another thing that I do is to enroll gratitude in my life as a way to bring

me to now, be present, alive and focusing on the great things that I

have in my life, right now, this minute. This brings me out of any past or

future tripping pretty damn quickly.

Future tripping is the biggest way to stop being present.

Past tripping does the same thing.

Also, if you are future or past tripping this is no way to build a

relationship with...anybody! Whether you are with your lover or with a

client they will know that you are not 100% present with them. So, turn

off Facebook and your phone and all other distractions and give your

100% attention to your beloved clients, lover or children.

This is about shining, coming out of hiding, pleasure and self-care.

These all go hand in hand. At first this is terrifying to so many women.

We have suffered a lot throughout the ages as women and I've observed

how this has encouraged a culture of hiding our gifts and not

shining...too much. OR, the only way we have come oFut of hiding is by

being in man-mode, as that is the way we were taught to be visible and

successful...and feel safe. So true for me, that's for sure.
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Especially the notion of shining as a woman, being in your feminine

power, in your luscious, juicy femininity, feeling pleasure and marrying

this with the world of business! Now this is about shining ourselves, our

power and bringing a new impulse to a world that is so hungry for

feminine values to come back to the forefront.

The Dalai Lama quoted "The world will be saved by the Western Woman".

I believe that he was foreseeing what is coming for the world and that

feminine values are desperately needed for our world to get back on

track. An important feminine value is presence. Another is that of

pleasure. We, as women are built for pleasure. So, if you are not feeling

it, then you need guidance and mentoring to help you get back into that

experience of yourself.

For women, it is easier to start to bring yourself out of hiding when you

find a great tribe or community in which they encourage this. Coming

out of the 'lone-wolf' syndrome is part of this. It's time to stop acting

alone and start to work in community.
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Another thing that is needed if you want to bring your presence is

embodiment. Embodiment means owning and being grounded and alive

in your own body. Again, this will mean that you are feeling pleasure in

your body. I know, I know I keep harping on this one!

To do this you have to learn how to really love your body with all of it's

different shapes, curves and (perceived) flaws. When you do, you will

start to experience the innate pleasure that is held in your body. It will

start to erupt out of you as this is your natural state!

Loving every square inch of it from top to bottom. It is then, and only

then, that you will be able to truly embody your presence. Needless to

say, this is a process of it's own as media and social expectations make

this difficult for many women.

I remember, how much I used to hate my nose when I was a teenager. I

thought it was too big and shaped wrongly. I really really wanted my

perception of a perfect upward curved feminine nose. I met a woman

when I was 23 who said to me once "Candice, whatever you do, don't

change your nose, it is perfect and classic". This shocked me at the time,

but it cracked something about my perception of myself. This women

thought MY nose was perfect. Why didn't I? From there forward I started

to learn to love my body and features and stop comparing myself to

others. This lead me to being able to be more in my body, owning it and

then able to shine my presence through it.

Your ability to bring your presence AND be present requires you to love

yourself with all of your beauty, flaws and the mistakes you have made

and will make! You do this for others every day, now it's time for you!

Self-care is fundamental if you want your presence to shine. Women who

put themselves last are withdrawing from their presence account.

...And self-care adds to your presence account.
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Self care has become know as "Radical Self Care!"....I want to take the

radical out of this statement so that it becomes normal again to make

self-care a top priority in your life. It has become radical due to the

chronic lack of it around us! To do this, self-care needs to be scheduled

and viewed as as important as any meeting, client, peer or work plan.

...and with self-care comes Pleasure!

Did you know that the more pleasure you feel in your body, the more

joy, happiness and success you will have?

Women are built for pleasure.

Feeling pleasure in your body as a woman is so intrinsic to being in a

womans body. Women are built for pleasure. We are deeply connected

to life and creativity... and the feeling of pleasure means that you are in

touch with your feminine power.

This HAS to be planned into your life and your business. In fact, it is a

key to breaking through your inner glass ceiling.
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Let us finish Step #5 with these questions:

Do you plan for pleasure and self-care every day?

Are you still hiding parts of yourself?

Are you able to be 100% present with people?

Is your energy high and always available to you?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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Step #6
PRODUCT AND MARKETING

So, what is it that you are offering your people? Is it your time as a

practitioner or therapist? Is it a membership site that you fill with all

sorts of great content? Is it a great workshop or retreat? Is it a product

or a bunch of products? Is it a mixture of all of the above?

Now, we need to go back to the Purpose step to see who your peeps are

and in which environment you most want to be with them. In the

Feminine Success Academy trainings I ask the question "What is the

juiciest environment in which you'd LOVE to work with your clients?"

Simple, but essential and powerful question.

Once you've worked this out (Through knowing your Purpose and your

People) then we have to talk about what you are going to do with them.

One key is to find out from them what they want to know about, what

their hopes and dreams, pain and fears are in their life and how they

like to learn. Another key is what do YOU like to do. How do you most

enjoy sharing your awesome gifts with your people? 

What if I told you that you can do pretty much anything with them. Yep,

You get to do exactly what you want, in the way that you want, with the

people that you want to work with!

It is pretty likely that what you like to do and where you like to do

things, so will your avatar!

So dream big!

"If you can dream it, you can do it"
- Walt Disney
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Here are a few ways you can market to and find your people:

Speaking: One of my personal favorites. I LOVE speaking whether at a

conference, a meetup or a small gig nearby. I just love having my

ultimate peeps in a room and inspiring them that their life can be better

and their problems can be solved with my formulas and systems.

Retreats/Workshops: This is probably my favorite way to teach and

coach people. I love the intimacy, the intensity and the level of

transformation that it brings. You can conduct 2 - 10 day workshops

anywhere in the world!

1:1 Sessions: I've done this for the last 17 years and I love the intimacy

of private client sessions and how I can laser focus in one just one

person at a time.

Membership Site: Great way to deliver content in pretty much any form

you like. Videos, Audio, Pdfs, Manuals.

I have a dear friend and peer who teaches women about the feminine

nature of money. She only likes to teach women in small groups of

under twenty, and do it in the redwoods on retreat. Pretty specific huh?

This is uniquely HER way of doing things. She feels at her best there

and that she can give the most to her core clients there.

"I think we're having fun. I think our customers really
like our products. And we're always trying to do better."

- Steve Jobs
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In fact the more differentiated you are, the more you are tightly niched,

the more successful you will be.

Don't feel like you have to do it in a way that anybody has done in the

past. This is your business; imitate if you want; innovate if you want.

Remember this is the time of the personal brand and you are a truly

unique personal brand!

Here's to your feminine successful business!

Essentially your "product" is an opportunity for a
truly creative expression of who you are and how you

love to do things.

TIP:  People buy results. You need to be super clear on the results that

you will provide them. Clear on the results in the way you write on your

website and in your marketing materials and in the way you speak.

A great way to show your results is via a system or formula.  Because

people will pay almost anything for the transformation that they are

aching to have solved, they will buy your formula or system.
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Let us finish Step #6 with these questions:

How would you like to work with your clients?

In what environments do you love to spend your time?

Do you want to work in person or virtually or both?

Do you prefer to work in groups or 1:1?

What is the transformation that you will deliver to your clients?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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Step #7
PROSPERITY (THE INNER GAME)

Having come from a long term corporate background in Australia as a

commercial designer, I know all about those models that we all grew up

with. You know, go to college, get a great education, then, get a job!

And jobs I got.

Great ones actually. I loved working for the top five architectural firms

in the country and working on projects for the biggest telecoms, banks,

attorneys and accounts. It was super cool to have $M1 to spend on each

floor of an office building (that would be $M2 now!). It was great to

project manage such large and important projects and people.

Now in this job model, you get a great job, you work hard, you get

promoted, you climb the corporate ladder, and along the way you get

paid more and more. Or you move from job to job to up-leveling

yourself and getting paid more and more. I did that. I'd "promote"

myself into a new job at a new firm every few years. Every single time I

negotiated a newer, better, more highly paid position.

And after 13 years of doing this I became a consultant to the same

firms...and got paid even more to do the same thing that I was

previously employed full-time to do! How awesome is that....I could

smell the freedom. I now worked for myself. I got paid a lot more per

hour and took time off when I wanted!

"ProSpere" in latin means: Hopeful and full of
possibility; Success and Thriving
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I think this is where my serial entrepreneurial spirit was born. My

business, my time, my clients and paid well for my expertise. Sounds

pretty good right? Well, yes, there was no catch here. Or was there?

This felt like freedom.

For a while.

The catch was not that I could not control my life better as a business

owner. The catch was the way I was doing it. I basically copied the way I

worked as a corporate woman into how I ran my business.

From "man-mode".

I knew how to work hard, produce and keep my clients happy. However,

I was doing this in an outdated work-life model that frankly left me

compromising too much of myself. I was compromising my energy, my

time, my femininity and relationships to name a few things. I was really

delaying my life and all of these things into some uncertain future

when, then, the belief was I'd then have time to give to these things.

And frankly, on top of that I was hitting some sort of inner glass ceiling

that was limiting my ability to really thrive.

When I started a meditation school 15 years ago in America, I wanted to

apply my ability to run a business to a life where I wanted to serve

people and the Divine. Making more and more money then and now still

doesn't motivate me. My purpose motivates me. That is, to help women

run successful businesses from feminine values.

The glass ceiling is something that was coined back in 1979:

"The glass ceiling is the unseen, yet unbreakable barrier that
keeps women from rising to the upper rungs of the corporate

ladder, regardless of their qualifications or achievements."
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However, for so many women business owners the glass ceiling is

experienced in the form of internal limits in your own business (read:

self), and you find yourself working harder and harder and not cracking

that damn inner glass ceiling. And you believe that if you just work a

little harder for a little longer it will pay off eventually. But every time

you make a bit more money, get a bit more cash flow, big bills and

expenses hit you and you bounce on back down again.

This is what I call the Inner Glass Ceiling and it is part of the inner game

of business for women that must be addressed if you want to get the

results that you are looking for.

It is my observation that one of the big keys to cracking your inner glass

ceiling has to do with getting in alignment with your purpose.

For women entrepreneurs the inner glass ceiling is a mix of unseen

forces that effect you personally, instead of those imposed by a

corporation. Things held unconsciously inside you. They are all

internal. They are a combination of beliefs about yourself, family and

peer expectations, comparison with others in your field.  They are often

old patterns of thoughts and beliefs or "life sentences" that have really

been self-imposed.
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Ultimately it is about your relationship to your own value. i.e. the one

that you don't admit to deep inside yourself. This is the big one that you

need some mentoring and support to help find, deconstruct and

overcome.

It is the combination of the right mentoring and community that is how

the inner glass ceiling gets cracked.

If there is one thing that I know from my own experience, your business

is a reflection of you. That is, how you value yourself, how you see

yourself as compared to others, how much you seek to be visible or not,

how much you really want to serve and how big you want your impact

to be. Your business WILL reflect you back to you. And you don't know

what you don't know. This is where some of the best stuff has been

revealed to me by my coaches and mentors.

If you are not getting the results that you want in business, then you

need help or mentoring to see where your unconsciousness is. This is

where you need a great mentor to help you see things about yourself

that you can't see.  These are your blind spots.

To get to real prosperity you have to crack through your inner glass

ceiling, which is your earning power as well as getting into alignment

with your purpose (in combination with the other feminine success

keys).

And then, nothing will stop your big vision, your big calling and desire

to make a big impact on the world.

When you have done this, it is like taking the brakes off your Ferrari!

...well, I live in the Bay Area, so perhaps taking the brakes off your

Tesla! But you know what I mean. When the brakes are off it is because

you really know your purpose, then all of the energy and fuel that you

pour into your business will allow you to move forward freely.
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The experience then becomes that the universe gets behind you and

you find yourself being put in front of the right people, your perfect

clients, promoters and partners.

Alignment and magic then become the order of the day!

If this isn't happening right now, it is because you are weak on one or

more of the 7 steps to feminine success. Be honest with yourself, look

hard inside yourself and discover where both your strengths and

weaknesses are and take steps to get help to up-level on those steps.

I've been an avid people watcher my whole life. People with a big sense

of purpose and who want to make a big impact on the world are often

those who are stuck most around making money, and those that have

money are desperately wanting real meaning and purpose in their life.

Don't you think it's time for those with big hearts and callings to make

money and become prosperous so that they can become the movers and

shakers of our world?

Lastly, but definitely not least. In Lynne Twists book "The Soul of Money"

she references Buckminster Fullers work in the 1970's where he stated:

To access an experience of true prosperity we have to be willing to let

go of a lifetime of scarcity's lessons and lies.

It is only then that you are operating from prosperity mindedness and

your inner glass ceiling will be cracked once and for all.

"This is a world that can work for everyone with no one
and nothing left out, and we have the power

and the resources now to create a you
AND me world rather than a you OR me world."

- Buckminster Fuller
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Let us finish Step #7 with these questions:

Where does your inner glass ceiling show up?

Where do you get stuck around your value?

Do you find yourself trading for work?

Where does scarcity show up in your life?

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________
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Is it your time?

Are you sick of holding yourself back?

Are you ready to make a really big impact?

Are you ready to shine?

We all need mentorship, it is how we learn, it is how we get reflected

on our strengths and weaknesses.  It is how our blind-spots are

revealed to us.  

If you want to stop wasting time, then I implore you to find a great

coach and mentor who will be your guide through the 7 Steps to

Feminine Success, hold you accountable as well as reflect back to you

your greatest beauty, strength and gifts.

The Feminine Success Academy Mentorship Programs are designed to

do exactly this.  

I hope to become your guide and greatest advocate soon!

Conclusion

For more information on programs or private
mentoring with Candice go to:

info@candiceoneida.com
+1 (415) 656 5577

www.candiceoneida.com
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